History comes alive on the African-American Heritage Trail Tours highlight Mobile’s culturally diverse heritage by linking historic contributions and events with significant locations. Forgotten chapters of history are remembered through the stories of courage and contributions from Mobile’s ethnically diverse past.

The African-American Heritage Trail’s primary objective is to share Mobile’s multicultural legacy through the following stories:

- The early Creoles de Color
- African survivors from the Clotilda, the last slave ship to enter the US in 1860
- Newly freed blacks who worshipped and built some of the oldest churches in Alabama
- African-Americans who settled in an area named ironically for Jefferson Davis - Davis Avenue, and later renamed Dr. Martin Luther King Avenue
- The Civil Rights advocates integral to the desegregation of the city’s schools, private sector workforce, and public offices.

Through the African American Heritage Trail experience, participants will develop a taste for the rich gumbo of history as revealed by Mobile’s past.

Several versions of tours are available:

1. Step on Bus Tours - Groups may charter a private tour. A guide will board your bus and will narrate the tour with a map for your driver. Cost - $7 per person, Book today at (251)208-7281.
4. Downtown Walking Tours - Meet in Cathedral Square at the corner of Dauphin and Royal Streets on the 3rd Wednesday of each month at noon. Walking Tour is automatically canceled by rain. Reservations required, (251)208-7281.

Cost- $6 adults and $4 students

The City of Mobile has authorized a steering committee to create an African-American Heritage Trail in discovery of Mobile’s unique and virtually unexplored multicultural legacy.
LISTEN TO THEIR STRUGGLE, FEEL THEIR DETERMINATION
RECOGNIZE THEIR COURAGE
CELEBRATE THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS!